CR APPENDIX 4: Dress Guidelines - Dressage and Riding Tests including
Combined Training and Horse Trials Dressage
!"##$%"&'&!( ()%&*"#*#
(Including dressage phase of Horse Trials and Combined Training)
Hats
(Must be worn to at
least this standard
with a harness
properly adjusted
and fastened Skull caps must be
worn with a silk).
All Hats must be
BRC, PC or BE
tagged

British

!"#$%&'#%(()#*+#,$%%#-+*./010#2314#5+1#6"7#8/2195+:10#*+#
7;<-1=#7>#?5+:10
@A%#$%B$C$'#,$%CD%,#-+*./010#2314#5+1#6"7#8/2195+:10#*+#7;<-1=#
7>#?5+:10

European

@A%#$%B$C$'#,$%CD%,#-+*./010#2314#5+1#6"7#8/2195+:10#*+#7;<-1=#
7>#?5+:10

American

!"E?#F%%GH'#,$$C5#*+#$C5#*;I5+0<#-+*./010#2314#5+1#"J7#95+:10#
"KJLL#J,$$%#5;0#"KJLL#J,$%G

Australian
5;0#K1I
Zealand

!"MKN"#H)H)'#,$$G#*;I5+0<#-+*./010#2314#5+1#"!7#OP*Q5P#95+:10

+,-./012&'&31445.42

White, cream or beige breeches or jodhpurs

Boots

Long riding boots designed for riding are to be worn. Short riding boots with gaiters of the
same leather and colour may be worn. Suede half chaps may be worn providing they are
of identical colour to the boots and have no decoration or tassels of any sort.

+6574829&#.:182&'&
Body Protectors

Jackets may be any conservative colours in muted tones and may not be multi coloured or
boldly pinstriped. Subtle pinstripes are permitted, as are colours and contrast piping to collar,
lapels, pockets and vents. Tweed jacket with coloured stock or collar and tie. White stocks, white
American collar or white shirts with collar and tie may be worn. Body protectors may be worn. If
!"#$%&'%()!*+,%-.%/''.,%0#,% !"#%0(%1."%').%20#*304'*"."(5%6*&,.+&#.(7%89-"&,%:&";%<04=.'(%0#,%0&"%
jackets incorporated into a blouson style jacket are permitted. Service Dress is permitted.

;6:1&'&+4<4==41>

Hair must be neatly secured and MUST not hang lower than the shoulder line when
standing normally. Any item of jewellery or alternative medical treatment wrist bands must
be covered up by clothing or gloves, if they cannot be removed, at the riders own risk.

Gloves

Gloves must be worn.

Whips

One whip of any length is permitted for horse trials dressage, combined training
dressage and all other dressage and riding tests. Whips must not be used in a way or be
of a length that disturbs other riders and may not be picked up if dropped during a test.

Spurs

The band around the heel must be smooth and spurs must be made of smooth metal, be
-+*#'%0#,%-.%&#4010-+.%!3% !*#,&#6%0%)!"(.7%>!2-$%'&#.(%0#,%?(1*"(0,."5%('9+.%(1*"(%0".%#!'%
permitted. Spur designs which include necks set to the inside of the heel, roughened/cutting
edges or serrated spurs with or without necks are not permitted. There are no restrictions
on type of shank that are permitted provided that they are free to rotate and must be vertical
'!%').%6"!*#,@%3!"%8!"(.%A"&0+($%(1*"(%209%#!'%.B4..,%C427%D! .+(%0".%1."2&''.,%-*'%2*('%
-.%/''.,%E."'&40++9%'!%').%6"!*#,$%-.%3"..%'!%"!'0'.%E."'&40++9%0#,%)!"&F!#'0++9%0#,%2*('%-.%
round and smooth. Spurs must be made of metal, although spurs with a smooth rotating
"*--."$%2.'0+%!"%1+0('&4%-0++%!#%').%()0#=%!"%?&21*+(.%(1*"(5%0".%1."2&''.,7%G*229%(1*"(%0".%
permitted with or without a shank. Spurs may only be worn in the traditional manner, with
the curve, if any, pointing downwards with the shank pointing to the rear and the end clearly
)!"&F!#'0+%'!%').%6"!*#,%!"%1!&#'&#6%,! # 0",(@%( 0#%#.4=%(1*"(%0".%1."2&''.,%(*-<.4'%'!%
this restriction. All spurs are measured from the back of the boot/inside of the spur.

Quarter marks

Quarter marks, if used, must be simple with no glitter or colouring. Diamante
plaiting bands may be used.

:'%').%,&(4".'&!#%!3%').%H3/4&0+%I'. 0",%0#,%<*,6.$%4!21.'&'!"(%209%-.%1."2&''.,%'!%"&,.% &')!*'%<04=.'(%&#%.B4.((&E.+9%
hot weather. An American collar, correctly fastened stock or a suitable shirt that fastens at the neck (not bright or multi4!+!*".,J% &')%0%'&.%2*('%-.% !"#7%I)!"'%(+..E.,%()&"'(%209%-.% !"#%0'%').%,&(4".'&!#%!3%').%H3/4&0+%I'. 0",%0#,%<*,6.7%
Plain, dark coloured waterproof coats may be worn in wet weather.
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CR APPENDIX 4: Dress Guidelines - Show Jumping including Style
Jumping, Combined Training and Horse Trials Show Jumping
!"#$%$ &'()$*+,-./0
1.23456728$9:;<$=5>?728$?:@9A$;B$!;C9A$&C7@49$@26$D;>E72A6$&C@72728F
Hats
(Must be worn to at
least this standard
with a harness
properly adjusted
and fastened Skull caps must be
worn with a silk).
All Hats must be
BRC, PC or BE
tagged

British

!"#$%&'#%(()#*+#,$%%#-+*./010#2314#5+1#6"7#8/2195+:10#*+#
7;<-1=#7>#?5+:10
@A%#$%B$C$'#,$%CD%,#-+*./010#2314#5+1#6"7#8/2195+:10#*+#7;<-1=#
7>#?5+:10

European

@A%#$%B$C$'#,$%CD%,#-+*./010#2314#5+1#6"7#8/2195+:10#*+#7;<-1=#
7>#?5+:10

American

!"E?#F%%GH'#,$$C5#*+#$C5#*;I5+0<#-+*./010#2314#5+1#"J7#95+:10#
"KJLL#J,$$%#5;0#"KJLL#J,$%G

Australian
5;0#K1I
Zealand

!"MKN"#H)H)'#,$$G#*;I5+0<#-+*./010#2314#5+1#"!7#OP*Q5P##
95+:10

Jodhpurs
%$GCAA3:A9

White, cream or beige breeches or jodhpurs

Boots

Long riding boots designed for riding are to be worn. Short riding boots with gaiters of the
same leather and colour may be worn. Suede half chaps may be worn providing they are
of identical colour to the boots and have no decoration of any sort.

*@3HAI9J$ :7CI9$%$
Body Protectors

!"#$%$&'"()*%+(,)-%%,#)./&01/"23$'4)5"23,%.)$')"'+)2&(&6!)"!,)"((&0,#7)*/&0)5689$'4)
shirts, white stocks, white American collar or white shirts with collar and tie may be
0&!'7):&#+)9!&%,2%&!.)8"+);,)0&!'7)<=)0&!'>)$%)./&6(#);,)-%%,#)"'#)0&!')".)9,!)%/,)
manufacturers’ guidelines. Hybrid Air- jackets and air jackets incorporated into a blouson
style jacket are permitted. Service Dress is permitted.

!@7C$%$*A<A44ACK

Hair must be neatly secured and MUST not hang lower than the shoulder line when
standing normally. Any item of jewellery or alternative medical treatment wrist bands must
be covered up by clothing or gloves, if they cannot be removed, at the riders own risk.

Gloves

Gloves are optional.

Whips

One whip is permitted and MUST be between 45cm and 75cm and MUST not be
weighted or with a hard point at the end.

Spurs

The band around the heel must be smooth and spurs must be made of smooth metal, be
;(6'%)"'#);,)$'2"9";(,)&=)0&6'#$'4)")/&!.,7)?&8;>)%$',.)"'#)@.96!."#,!A).%+(,).96!.)"!,)'&%)
permitted. Spur designs which include necks set to the inside of the heel, roughened/cutting
edges or serrated spurs with or without necks are not permitted. Spurs with smooth rowels not
exceeding 1cm are permitted. Spurs must be made of metal, although spurs with a smooth
!&%"%$'4)!6;;,!>)8,%"()&!)9(".%$2);"(()&')%/,)./"'3)&!)@$896(.,).96!.A)"!,)9,!8$%%,#7)B688+).96!.)
"!,)9,!8$%%,#)"'#)$=)%/,!,)$.)")./"'3)$%)86.%)'&%),C2,,#)D28)=&!).,'$&!.)&!)E7F28)=&!)56'$&!.G)=&!)
Horse Trials, spurs must not exceed 4cm. Spurs may only be worn in the traditional manner,
with the curve, if any, pointing downwards with the shank pointing to the rear and the end clearly
horizontal to the ground or pointing downwards. All spurs are measured from the back of the
boot/inside of the spur and may not exceed 3cm for seniors and 2.5cm for juniors.

H%)%/,)#$.2!,%$&')&=)%/,)I=-2$"()*%,0"!#)"'#)56#4,>)2&89,%$%&!.)8"+);,)9,!8$%%,#)%&)!$#,)0$%/&6%)5"23,%.)$')
excessively hot weather. An American collar, correctly fastened stock or a suitable shirt that fastens at the
neck (not bright or multi-coloured) with a tie must be worn. Short sleeved shirts may be worn at the discre%$&')&=)%/,)I=-2$"()*%,0"!#)"'#)56#4,7)J("$'>)#"!3)2&(&6!,#)0"%,!9!&&=)2&"%.)8"+);,)0&!')$')0,%)0,"%/,!7
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CR APPENDIX 4: Dress Guidelines - Horse Trials and FOTH Challenge and
Arena Eventing
!"#$%&"'()#%*%+!& %, ())$-.$
Hats
(Must be worn to at
least this standard
with a harness
properly adjusted
and fastened Skull caps must be
worn with a silk).
All Hats must be
BRC, PC or BE
tagged

British

!"#$%&'#%(()#*+#,$%%#-+*./010#2314#5+1#6"7#8/2195+:10#*+#7;<-1=#
7>#?5+:10
@A%#$%B$C$'#,$%CD%,#-+*./010#2314#5+1#6"7#8/2195+:10#*+#7;<-1=#
7>#?5+:10

European

@A%#$%B$C$'#,$%CD%,#-+*./010#2314#5+1#6"7#8/2195+:10
*+#7;<-1=#7>#?5+:10

America

!"E?#F%%GH'#,$$C5#*+#$C5#*;I5+0<#-+*./010#2314#5+1#"J7#95+:10#
"KJLL#J,$$%#5;0#"KJLL#J,$%G

Australian
5;0#K1I
Zealand

!"MKN"#H)H)'#,$$G#*;I5+0<#-+*./010#2314#5+1#"!7#OP*Q5P#95+:10

Jodhpurs
!"#$$%&$'

White, cream or beige breeches or jodhpurs

Boots

Long riding boots designed for riding are to be worn. Short riding boots with gaiters
of the same leather and colour may be worn. Suede half chaps may be worn
providing they are of identical colour to the boots and have no decoration of any sort.

()%*$+',!-&.#+'! !
Body Protectors

Sweatshirt or shirt. Short sleeved shirts may be worn at the discretion of the
organiser. Stocks should be properly tied. A body protector Level 3 (purple label)
which has a 2000 or ,$$(#*+#5R21+#P5Q1P !"#$%& '( )**(& +,& -#., +! /(. *"(
manufacturers’ guidelines. See also G22.3.
Hybrid Air- jackets and air jackets incorporated into a blouson style jacket are
permitted. Service Dress is permitted.

/).#! !($0$11$#2

Hair must be neatly secured and MUST not hang lower than the shoulder line when
standing normally. Any item of jewellery or alternative medical treatment wrist bands must
be covered up by clothing or gloves, if they cannot be removed, at the riders own risk.

Gloves

Gloves are recommended.

Whips

One whip is permitted and MUST be between 45cm and 75cm and MUST not be
weighted or with a hard point at the end.

Spurs

The band around the heel must be smooth and spurs must be made of smooth metal,
'( '%$,* +,& '( 0,1+/+'%( #2 -#$,&0,3 + "#.!(4 5#6'7 *0,(! +,& 8!/$.!+&(.9 !*:%(
spurs are not permitted. Spur designs which include necks set to the inside of the heel,
roughened/cutting edges or serrated spurs with or without necks are not permitted.
Spurs must be made of metal, although spurs with a smooth rotating rubber, metal or
/%+!*01 '+%% #, *"( !"+,; #. 806/$%!( !/$.!9 +.( /(.60**(&4 <$66: !/$.! +.( /(.60**(&
and if there is a shank it must not exceed 4cm. Spurs may only be worn in the
traditional manner, with the curve, if any, pointing downwards with the shank pointing to
the rear and the end clearly horizontal to the ground or pointing downwards. All spurs
are measured from the back of the boot/inside of the spur and may not exceed 4cm.

Medical Armbands

Medical armbands are compulsory and MUST be properly completed with the
relevant competitor’s details and worn on the arm.

Watches

Stop watches are permitted in BRC Horse Trials at all levels but are FORBIDDEN in
any FOTH Challenge and Arena Eventing classes. Competitors are NOT permitted
to take mobile phones onto the course when competing.
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